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Abstract

Purpose: The remarkable increase of sophistication of artificial

intelligence in recent years has already led to its widespread use in

martial applications, the potential of so-called ‘killer robots’ ceasing

to be a subject of fiction.

Approach: Virtually without exception, this potential has gener-

ated fear, as evidenced by a mounting number of academic articles

calling for the ban on the development and deployment of lethal au-

tonomous robots (LARs). In the present paper I start with an analysis

of the existing ethical objections to LARs.

Findings: My analysis shows the contemporary thought to be de-

ficient in philosophical rigour, these deficiencies leading to an alterna-

tive thesis.

Value: I advance a thesis that LARs can in fact be a force for

peace, leading to fewer and less deadly wars.
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1 Introduction1

Artificial intelligence and machine learning in particular, that is computer2

based systems capable of learning from experience or supervision, have re-3

markably quickly found themselves integrated into our daily lives (Elliott,4

2019). One could say that this rise of artificial intelligence has perhaps taken5

place somewhat by stealth, in that its increased use is taking place in a man-6

ner rather different from that depicted in the popular culture. Indeed, most7

of the society is unaware of the role that artificial intelligence already plays in8

a variety of mundane activities (Anderson and Smith, 2017). In contrast to9

these, there are numerous application domains of artificial intelligence with10

much more obvious potentially serious consequences. Not the least amongst11

these is warfare (Cummings, 2017). The employment of artificial intelligence12

in martial applications can hardly come as a surprise considering that mil-13

itary has for a long while been an ardent adopter of new technology, that14

it invests heavily in research collaborations with academia (Barker, 2017)15

(thereby steering the direction of academic research) and with the technol-16

ogy industry (Yoshida, 2016), and that it has massive research programmes17

of its own (Kania, 2019). The words from the USA Defense Science Board18

itself summarize this clearly:19

“The DoD dominates the world’s military organizations in being20

able to use basic research results to create new and enhanced21

military capabilities, by dint of financial resources, infrastructure,22
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and national culture.”23

Equally unsurprising is the reaction of the portion of the society aware of the24

increasing use of artificial intelligence in war, not seldom led by voices from25

academia (Goose and Wareham, 2016). A particularly controversial issue is26

that of lethal autonomous robots (LARs) (Burri, 2018), often emotively re-27

ferred to as “killer robots” (Young and Carpenter, 2018). Indeed, at the time28

of writing this, Google Scholar retrieves 4,450 articles matching the search29

query {“killer robots” “artificial intelligence”}. All but unanimously, these30

articles call for the cessation of the development of LARs (Sparrow, 2007;31

Sharkey, 2019; Gubrud, 2014; Sauer, 2016; Gibbs, 2017). In the present32

work I would like to offer a radically different view, a view that diverges33

substantially even from the small amount of published thought on the per-34

missibility of ‘killer robots’, and argue that autonomous killing machines are35

not only permissible but rather potentially even desirable if the goal is that36

of world peace.37

2 Arguments for and against LARs38

As I have already noted, quite understandably the landscape of contempo-39

rary thought in the published academic work regarding the use of lethal au-40

tonomous robots is characterized by vehement opposition to the development41

and deployment of the technology. The views of Gubrud (2014) summarize42

the overwhelming attitude of the community well:43
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“Opponents of autonomous weapons should point out the terrible44

threat they pose to global peace and security, as well as their45

offensiveness to principles of humanity and to public conscience.”46

In the present overview of these views I would like to approach the topic47

though the structure set up by one of the few dissenting voices, namely Burri48

(2018), for this will allow me at the same time to present a balanced picture49

of the mainstream as well as to differentiate my argument from Burri’s itself,50

whose rejection of the mainstream is far weaker than mine. I also note that51

herein I do not delve into the related legal concerns, such as those raised by52

Krishnan (2016) and others, which although undoubtedly important, fall out53

of the sphere of ethics which is where the focus of my present article lies.54

Burri (2018) delineates four main groups of objections to LARs, namely55

based on (i) non-codifiability, (ii) rightness of reasons for actions, (iii) re-56

sponsibility, and (iv) heartlessness. I examine these in order next.57

2.1 Non-codifiability of morality58

The first group of objections to the use of LARs discussed by Burri (2018) is59

founded on the argument centering on the non-codifiability of moral decision-60

making (n.b. Burri uses the term ‘anti-codifiability thesis’ which I find less61

clear; hence my preference for non-codifiability) (Hooker, 2000; Roeser, 2012).62

What is meant by non-codifiability is, in its stronger form, that the decision-63

making process cannot be reduced to a set of rules, or, in its weaker form, that64
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the formulation of such a set of rules is excessively complex to be considered65

practicable (Kadar and Palatinus, 2022; Siegel and Pappas, 2021; Wallach66

et al., 2020).67

The rebuttal offered by Burri (2018) does not focus on the ethical fun-68

damentals of the aforementioned objections, but instead sidesteps them by69

effectively proposing a more constrained use of LARs, that is their deploy-70

ment within limited bounds imposed by human actors’ moral reasoning:71

“...LARs don’t have to be morally sophisticated deliberators to72

almost exclusively inflict only permissible harm. It suffices, in-73

stead, that a conscientious human commanding officer deploys74

them only in contexts where they are able to identify sufficient75

conditions for the morally permissible infliction of lethal harm.76

For LARs to be usefully and permissibly employable, they don’t77

have to be able to replace human soldiers across all possible cir-78

cumstances, nor do they have to be able to strategize and reason79

about entire missions the way higher-ranking military personnel80

have to.”81

While I do not find fault with this rebuttal in that it does show the permis-82

sibility of LARs under some circumstances, as described by Burri (2018), I83

find it unnecessarily limiting and as such left wanting in strength.84

Rather, the key realization that should lead us to reject the non-codifiability85

based arguments concerns the reasons for this non-codifiability; understand-86

ing these reveals the double standards hidden behind the surface. The87
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non-codifiability emerges not from some mystical aspect of human ethical88

decision-making which would make it inherently inexpressible as a set of89

rules but rather from something much more mundane: from the inconsis-90

tencies (and hence imperfection) in how an individual forms moral judge-91

ments (Krebs et al., 1997; Monin and Merritt, 2012), as well as from the92

differences between the processes and outcomes of moral judgements made93

by different individuals (Faulhaber et al., 2019). In other words, those who94

reject the use of LARs on the basis of the non-codifiability thesis, demand of95

machines more than they demand of humans (Grover, 2005). Why would this96

be? The reason can be but one: veiled in the cloth of the non-codifiability97

thesis is the true focus of the objectors which is the lack of an obvious moral98

agent that would bear the responsibility, and therefore suffer the punishment,99

when an objectionable action is performed, as demanded by the human na-100

ture for satisfaction (Carpenter, 2007; Orth, 2003).101

A similar inconsistency in how intelligent agents are treated based on the102

aetiology of their intelligence (artificially created vs natural) can be found103

elsewhere too in Burri’s work; I quote:104

“...correctly applying a moral principle to a specific situation can105

never be done purely mechanically; it always requires interpreta-106

tion.”107

The reader will readily note the hidden presumption in the form of impli-108

cation that interpretation is not ‘mechanistic’. This is a blatant example109

of petitio principii ; it is precisely what is meant by non-codifiability that110
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Burri (2018) is attempting to support by this sentence. And yet, what else111

could interpretation be but mechanistic? Does our brain not obey the laws112

of physics, just as a boiling kettle of water or an apple falling off a tree113

do (Schopenhauer, 2009)?114

2.2 Acting for the right reasons115

Unlike the previous one, the next group of arguments against the use of LARs116

discussed by Burri (2018) is distinctly not consequentialist in nature. Quoting117

Purves et al. (2015), Burri (2018) summarizes the gist behind this group of118

objections as lying in the moral insufficiency of ethical decisions which are119

“perfect” but were made without “the right reason” and, the argument goes,120

robots cannot act for any reason whatsoever because “an attitude of belief121

or desire (or some further propositional attitude) is a conceptual prerequisite122

of acting for a reason” while “something which runs on algorithms cannot123

possess such an attitude”.124

Burri (2018) starts her rebuttal by quite correctly pointing out that the125

proponents of this group of objections never actually explain why the absence126

of “the right reason” (more on this soon) of an agent which always makes127

morally agreeable decisions matters, and, admirably, tries her best to recon-128

struct plausible explanations herself. She firstly and quite correctly rejects a129

possible analogy of a morally perfect LAR with that of a sociopathic soldier130

which always obeys orders and never receiving a morally objectionable order131

thus always acts in a morally right manner, by recognizing the flaw in this132
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comparison which stems from the the obvious imperfection of the sociopathic133

soldier (contrasting the ex hypothesi perfection of the LAR) which is merely134

constrained by a different, morally righteous agent (the superior officer). She135

next addresses the rather nebulous thesis based on “a lack of respect” (closely136

related to objections on the grounds of human dignity (Sharkey, 2019)) of a137

justifiable killing by an unreasoned robot. While agreeing with Purves et al.138

(2015) that this would be a valid objection for an agent capable of reasoning,139

Burri (2018) nevertheless rejects it as invalid in cases of agents which, again140

by the very premise of the objectors, do not have the capacity of reason in the141

first place. I protest against this rebuttal on several grounds, some of which I142

shall return to shortly; for now, it suffices to say that the very conception of143

respect in this circumstance is ill-conceived. As I have demonstrated in my144

previous work (Arandjelović, 2022, 2023), the entire notion of respect for life145

is nothing but an uncomfortable anachronistic remnant of theological morals146

left floating in the air without anything to support it now that its theological147

foundations have been stripped away. Burri (2018) next considers what she,148

rather strangely, describes as a “Kantian idea”, that:149

“...actions that are performed for the right reasons are accorded150

a special moral status — unlike other actions, they have moral151

worth — because the will behind them is of unconditional moral152

value.153

Her rejection of this argument is effectively identical to that of the previous154

one, arguing for its inapplicability to agents which are not capable of having155
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reasons. Yet again, I find her rebuttal wanting. Firstly, I find it rather bizarre156

to describe the original objection as being Kantian. Kant’s moral impera-157

tive, as wonderfully lucidly and convincingly deconstructed by Schopenhauer158

(2009), is not only not a law and void of any particular prescription for ac-159

tion in the real world, but also utterly lacks the key elements which make160

an action morally worthy, namely compassion and love. Kant’s attempt at161

reducing morality to mere reason, void of any sympathy which would give its162

impetus, any possible impetus behind it ever emanating from selfishness and163

egoism, is an absolute antithesis of morality, elevated by Kant’s successors,164

and Fichte in particular, to grotesque heights. Related is the claim of the165

“unconditional moral value”, the phrase whose meaninglessness is obscured166

by its superficial appeal and strength, aimed at instilling awe and fear in the167

reader, lest it be challenged. The claim of an unconditional moral value, or168

indeed unconditional value of anything at all, is nonsensical, a contradictio169

in adjecto, for the very meaning of the word “value” is comparative in na-170

ture and thus conditional. That something has value inherently implies a171

hypothesised fair exchange. When it is talked about the worth of a house, it172

is understood that the worth is hypostatized by the mutual willingness of its173

owner and its potential owner to make an exchange of the house for a certain174

sum of (usually) money. That ‘a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush’175

means that my exchanging a bird I have in the hand for two that are in the176

bush leaves me no better or worse off. In short, the “Kantian objection” is177

vacuous, a casuistic slight of hand, not worthy of a serious consideration.178
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For completeness, I find it worthwhile to make two additional points as179

regards the correctness of reasons objection. The first of these is the implicit180

suggestion that human soldiers in general act for the right reasons. While181

this may be so if the rightness is interpreted as meaning ‘conforming with the182

law’ (the jus in bello rules), the righteousness of interest here is based on an183

appeal to emotion. Do soldiers really engage in lethal combat for the right184

reasons? How many soldiers truly understand the morality of the reasons185

for them being placed in combat situations in the first place? Few, evidence186

would suggest (McMahan, 2008; Finlay, 2019). Rather, I would contend that187

in practice a professional soldier seldom makes a decision to kill for a right188

reason, any appearance of righteousness being merely incidental. The reason189

is to be found in the professional soldier’s surrender of autonomy over such190

a monumental choice as is that to engage in a war, to a structure that has191

repeatedly been shown to be but a poor moral actor. The only partial defence192

of this surrender — hence the restraint in my position and wording — can193

be sought in individuals’ lack of knowledge and full appreciation of the said194

choice (Arandjelović, 2021).195

Another challenge which Burri (2018) fails to make is to the claim that196

robots cannot act with a reason. With no justification at all, with little more197

than a wave of the hand, the proponents of the objection summarily dismiss198

the tenant operari sequitur esse. Their lack of sophistication in understanding199

the crucial underpinnings of modern artificial intelligence and its conception200

is reflected with lucidity by their choice of words “something which runs on201
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algorithms” (in full: “something which runs on algorithms cannot possess202

such an attitude”). There is indeed no basis to reject the ability of machines203

to act with a reason, ‘reason’ merely being a word that we use to denote204

a representation of knowledge that acts as an impetus for an acting agent.205

Whether that representation be in the form of synaptic connections between206

biological neurons or, say, weights of connections between artificial neurons,207

is a matter of irrelevance.208

2.3 Responsibility209

The third and rather eminent group of anti-LARs arguments discussed by210

Burri (2018) revolves around the notion of responsibility (Hellström, 2013;211

Lokhorst and Van Den Hoven, 2012; Nyholm, 2018; Bigman et al., 2019) and212

in particular:213

“[the] risk that they [LARs] will inflict wrongful harm for which214

no one is morally responsible.”215

This is a widely supported objection. For example, Sparrow (2007) writes:216

“I argue that in fact none of these [loci of responsibility] are ulti-217

mately satisfactory. Yet it is a necessary condition for fighting a218

just war, under the principle of jus in bellum (sic), that someone219

can be justly held responsible for deaths that occur in the course220

of the war. As this condition cannot be met in relation to deaths221
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caused by an autonomous weapon system it would therefore be222

unethical to deploy such systems in warfare.”223

whereas Gubrud (2014) raises the concerns around responsibility alongside224

the already discussed issue of ‘human dignity’:225

“However, demands for human control and responsibility and the226

protection of human dignity and sovereignty fit naturally into227

the traditional law of war and imply strict limits on autonomy in228

weapon systems.”229

Well-advisedly, Burri (2018) approaches the challenge by considering the (α)230

possibility of a human agent (or agents) being held responsible for wrongful231

harm inflicted by a LAR, and (β) the possibility of responsibility lying with232

the LAR itself (in which case the pronoun “themself” would probably be233

more appropriate). In considering the former, Burri (2018) correctly points234

out that the proponents of the argument seldom elucidate with any precision235

as to why they reject the possibility and, generously and quite reasonably,236

makes the best attempt at surmising the possible thinking behind it:237

“...a human agent is not morally responsible for harm inflicted238

by an LAR when the harm was not, in some meaningful sense,239

under the human agent’s control...and the machine behaved in a240

way that was not foreseeable.”241

Burri (2018) counters this with an analogy of a programmer, say, who “de-242

cides to hide the fact that the software comes with crucial unpredictabilities”,243
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concluding that244

“...the moral responsibility for any unforeseeable wrongful harm245

that an LAR running on the software might cause remains with246

him or her. His or her actions are not only negligent but down-247

right reckless: he or she is pretending that it is relatively safe to248

use an incredibly dangerous tool.”249

This is a rather poor challenge, bordering on sophistic. If the programmer in250

question is hiding the knowledge about a robot’s unpredictability, then this251

violates any reasonable interpretation of the premise of the argument which252

is that the robot’s behaviour was not foreseeable. The behaviour in this253

instance can only be described as being unforeseeable from the subjective254

viewpoint of, say, a military operative who engages the LAR and from whom255

vital knowledge about its behaviour was withheld (who, consequently, indeed256

cannot be held responsible), or by virtue of semantic dishonesty and casuistry,257

the precise sequence of actions performed by the LAR was unforeseeable.258

The latter is as convincing as claiming that my firing a gun into somebody’s259

head has unpredictable consequences because one cannot be certain as to260

what precise areas of the brain will get damaged. The consequences are261

foreseeable in the contextually relevant sense.262

Burri’s rejection of the impossibility presumed by the proponents of the263

responsibility based objection to LARs, of holding the robot itself account-264

able is equally unconvincing. Focusing on the reasons behind the claim of-265

fered by (Sparrow, 2007), whose view is representative, and which stands on266
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the premise that a robot cannot be held accountable for wrongdoing because267

it cannot be meaningfully punished as it cannot suffer, Burri (2018) offers268

two counterarguments. Firstly, she dismisses the implied obviousness of the269

claim that robots cannot suffer:270

“For one thing, I am not convinced that the type of LAR that271

Sparrow envisages would necessarily be incapable of suffering.272

Once LARs have goals and desires of their own, why wouldn’t273

they suffer if they had these thwarted?”274

In addition to the appeal to the intuition rejecting the possibility of sentience275

of robots in the form in which they exist at present (Picard, 2003; Velik,276

2010; Turkle, 2017; Feil-Seifer and Matarić, 2011; Arandjelović, 2021), if Burri277

(2018) truly believed that LARs are capable of suffering, I would find it odd,278

to say the least, that she would not be far more concerned about the creation279

of this artificial sentience, the effects of our design choices on these sentient280

(but non-biological) beings, etc. It is difficult to take this belief as being281

genuine and hence I consider it unworthy of further consideration.282

Burri’s second counterargument is rather different in spirit; to summarize283

it succinctly in her words, it rests on the observation that:284

“...our practices of holding wrongdoers accountable for their ac-285

tions are not limited to making them suffer.”286

While this claim is true, it too is a superficial linguistic veil covering an eva-287

sion of the crux of the matter. Firstly, the alternative or additional practices288
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of holding wrongdoers accountable (e.g. through the use of apology and the289

expression of remorse (Bibas and Bierschbach, 2004)) also rest on sentience,290

requiring it for the hypostatization of accountability as a meaningful concept.291

Secondly, Burri (2018) ignores the importance and the value of, and indeed292

the need for retributive justice which emanates from the very nature of the293

human mind and which can have positive effects on victims (McClelland,294

2010; Seton, 2001; Zaibert, 2006).295

2.4 Heartlessness296

Lastly, Burri (2018) turns her attention to the objections to the use of LARs297

premised on the claim of heartlessness inherent in the killing of humans by298

non-sentient agents. The argument is summarized well by O’Connell (2014):299

“[g]iving up the decision [to kill] entirely to a computer program300

will...remove, literally, the humanity that should come to bear in301

all cases of justifiable killing.”302

and, to offer an alternative phrasing, by Ekelhof and Struyk (2014):303

“War is about human suffering, the loss of human lives, and conse-304

quences for human beings. Killing with machines is the ultimate305

demoralization of war. Even in the hell of war we find humanity,306

and that must remain so.”307

Interestingly, Burri (2018) largely agrees with the spirit of this thinking,308

stating that:309
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“...in cases where the risk of harm to a just combatant is very310

small, the morally best killing of an unjust enemy combatant311

takes place when a just combatant feels the weight of the decision312

and finally kills the enemy combatant with empathy and for the313

right reasons.”,314

rejecting merely the conclusions drawn by their proponents, by arguing that315

even if the risk to the killing combatants is small, it is still reasonable to elim-316

inate this risk in its entirety if possible, as would indeed be done through the317

use of robots. Yet, even if the vacuous shibboleth ‘humanity’, a mere appeal318

to emotion discussed before, is put aside, there is so much to be objected to.319

Firstly, let us remember that ex hypothesi, we are comparing materially the320

same decisions and actions of a human agent and a non-human, automatic321

one. With this in mind, asking a sentient being, capable of suffering, reflec-322

tion, and remorse to undertake a task which we know is traumatic and with323

long-lasting psychological consequences on the individual (MacNair, 2007;324

Maguen et al., 2017; Purcell et al., 2018; Pitts et al., 2013), is surely pre-325

cisely an argument in favour of the opposite of what Burri (2018) agrees326

with, that is the killing by a LAR should be seen as not merely morally327

justifiable but rather morally preferable for the reasons of compassion. This328

is precisely why the administration of capital punishment in those Western329

societies in which it is still practised, is realized by means which divorce the330

executioner as much as possible from the executed and the proximally lethal331

act itself (Seal, 2016; Ebury, 2021; Osofsky et al., 2005).332
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2.5 Burri’s argument for LARs333

Having rejected the popular arguments against the development and the334

use of LARs which I contend she did with varying degrees of success as we335

have seen in the preceding sections, Burri (2018) finally lays out her positive336

challenge. In other words, she puts forward her reasons for favouring LARs in337

the battlefield. Her argument is fairly brief and it boils down to the following338

points:339

“Simply put, if we are able to develop LARs that can replace340

human soldiers in the theater of war, taking a wide perspective341

on the principle of necessity implies that we should do so as it342

helps us minimize the extent to which we have to put our soldiers343

at risk of harm when pursuing just goals.”344

and:345

“It follows that if LARs have the potential to help us shield our346

soldiers from emotional and mental harm, then this provides us347

with a valid reason in favor of developing autonomous weapons348

technology further.”349

While I broadly agree with both of these, though it should be noted that I350

have already highlighted how some of Burri’s views do not cohere with the351

intent expressed here, I find them insufficiently strong. Hence, I put forward a352

stronger argument, one absent from the published academic literature, next.353
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2.6 My challenge354

Hitherto, my focus has been on the most supported objections to the use355

of LARs. My rejection of these has thus far been what one may described356

as proximal: proximal in the sense that I have in my analysis and critique357

thereof, for the sake of argument and with the aim of providing as compre-358

hensive rebuttal as possible, (temporarily) accepted a particular well-hidden359

premise underlying them. Yet, this premise is key to the most practically360

important distal realization in the context of the present discussion. I am361

referring to the assumption made by all of the groups of objections discussed,362

namely that the LARs would actually be killing. This may sound odd, I un-363

derstand. After all, is not the very purpose of killer robots to do exactly as364

their name suggests, that is, to kill? Not necessarily, I say. Let me explain.365

Consider a time when sufficiently sophisticated killer robots can be built.366

It is all but inconceivable to imagine only a single state actor having ac-367

cess to this capability (Mori, 2019; Lukin, 2021; Johnson, 2021). Firstly,368

much of the requisite technology needed in LARs is built upon openly ac-369

cessible research (and there is a significant drive to maintain this research370

as widely accessible as possible (Vicente-Saez and Martinez-Fuentes, 2018)),371

whether that research be coming out of academia or industry, especially372

as most of it is conducted with a view of its use in much more mundane,373

everyday applications, its martial employment being but a consequence of374

translational opportunism (Edgerton, 1988). Specifically military oriented375

work in academia, often in collaboration with and funded by the military376
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and weapons manufacturers, is also abound with an ever-increasing amount377

of work on computer vision based military target detection (Eismann et al.,378

1996; Tiwari et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2018), target classification (Thia-379

garajan et al., 2010; Lampropoulos et al., 2008), vehicle tracking from aerial380

views (Ma’Sum et al., 2013; Arandjelović, 2015), and many other relevant381

problems (Gonzalez-Aguilera and Rodriguez-Gonzalvez, 2017; Akbari et al.,382

2021). Some technical information on commercial LARs is also in the public383

domain, such as the Boston Dynamics LS3 (Michael, 2012) or the Vision60384

Q-UGV (Ghost Robotics, 2021).385

Secondly, espionage between nation states, aided both by benevolent386

(which does not necessarily mean well-advised) and malevolent actors, is387

rife (Rubenstein, 2014; Lindsay, 2017; Banks, 2016), leaving few secrets be-388

tween powerful parties. Hence, a major state with access to LARs can very389

much count on other dominant powers having a comparable LAR technol-390

ogy (Mori, 2019; Cheung et al., 2017; Johnson, 2021). Any military con-391

frontation between two or more such states would therefore not involve hu-392

man soldiers at all. As Burri (2018) quite correctly pointed out, while failing393

to take her reasoning to its logical conclusion, why would either state risk its394

own people when sophisticated but non-sentient machines would do? And395

yet, what would a confrontation like that, between two armies of LARs,396

achieve? Very little, if anything at all.397

At the same time, it is an equally difficult possibility to imagine that398

all nation states would have LARs, at least for some time to come. At first399
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sight this seems like a rather perilous situation. However, it is precisely in the400

obvious asymmetry of strength (and the virtually symmetric understanding401

thereof) wherein the incentive against a potential war lies; the less powerful402

actor would be nothing short of insane in engaging in a war with the odds403

so obviously set against it (Renic, 2020; Grafen, 1987). While this does not404

mean that the result would be acceptable, in that the hypothetical powerful405

state would in principle be able to take over another with no hindrance of406

force, it is, most importantly, clear that lives which would have otherwise407

been lost on the battlefield would be saved. An unresisted, at least by means408

of arms, occupation is certainly undesirable, but were war to be waged the409

same end result would ensue, but with the additional cost to human life410

preceding it. Moreover, while this is not my main point here, it is also worth411

adding that the unresisted takeover scenario does not seem particularly likely412

as a general rule: the deterrent in the form of international reputation is not413

to be forgotten lightly (Tang, 2005; Guzman, 2005; Brewster, 2009; Downs414

and Jones, 2002).415

3 Conclusions416

The recent rapid advancements of artificial intelligence and its increasing417

use in martial applications has made the possibility of manufacture of lethal418

autonomous robots (LARs) a part of reality. This possibility of their use419

in actual warfare has largely been met with understandable fear. Indeed,420
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numerous academic articles and books have already been published on the421

topic, outlining a variety of associated concerns, and all but unanimously422

calling for a ban on such machines. I started this article by first discussing423

the most popular objections to the use of LARs, approaching the task through424

the lens of one of the few dissenting voices, showing deficiencies in both sides’425

arguments. Hence, with a view on the fundamental error shared by these,426

which was previously unrecognized in the published academic literature and427

elsewhere, namely that the potential ubiquity of LARs changes both the428

nature of warfare and the decisions to engage in the same, I explained why429

this would likely result in fewer wars and less lethal wars.430
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